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INTRODUCTION
The sage thrasher, Oreoscontes montanus (Townsend),
is a common bird that breeds throughout the sage .b rush
areas of the Great Basin and from northern Arizona. to
southern Saskatchewan.

Although it is a fairly common

and conspicuous bird, almost nothing about its life history
has been published.

Bent (1948) summarized what was then

known about the sage thrasher's life history, and since
that time there have been no additions to that information.
M. Killpack (pers. comm.) currently has a manuscript in
press concerning the development of nestling sage thrashers.
The present study was undertaken to supplement available
knowledge on the biology of the sage thrasher.
This study was conducted in central Washington
during the spring and summer of 1969 and the spring a.nd
early summer of 1970.

During the 1969 season, emphasis

was placed on finding and tracing the phenologies of as
many nests as possible in order to determine the timing
of the nesting cycle.

During the 1970 season emphasis was

placed on the behaviora.1 aspects of the breeding biology.
The study area (fig. 1) was located in Kittitas
County, Washington, 15 miles east of Ellensburg.

The area

receives less than 10 inches of precipitation a year, some
of which comes in the form of snow.

Snow was on the study

area in March in 1969 and 1970, but no snow was present
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when the sage thrashers a.rrived near the beginning of
April.

The most conspicuous vegetation is Big Sage

(Artemisia tridentata) and various grasses.

A more com-

plete description and vegetational analysis of the study
area can be found in Hall's ( 1969) work on the sma.11
mammals of the same area.
Topographically the aree consists of a large draw
with a small stream bed, flat bottom about 150 m. wide, and
is bounded on the north and south by hills.

The total area

used during the study was about 2500 m. long by 300 m. wide
with two slight doglegs such that the area was somewhat
crescent shaped.

A paved, but unused a.na deteriorating,

roe.a ran the length of the study area.

The small stream

dried up in May in 1969 and in April, 1970.

At both the

upper (easterly) and lower (westerly) ends of the study
area were artificial ponds which were tote.lly dry by
August in 1969.
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Fig. 1. Map of the study Brea located within sections 7,
8, end 18 of T. 17 N., R. 21 E., Kittite.s County, Washington. Map shows the Ellensburg to Vantage highwa.y (A),
the "unusec and deteriore.ting road" (B), the location of
the two artificial ponds (C) anc the area mapped in
detail (stippled).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
A portion of the lower end of the study area was

mapped by placing stakes at the intersects of a 50 m.
square grid.

An area 200 m. by ·1200 rn. was mapped in this

manner for the determina.tion of size, shape and location of
territories.

Observations of threshers were recorded on

dittoed maps designed for that purpose.
During the 1969 season the phenologies of 12 active
nests were traced through the breeding cycle, but only
limited intensive obse~vations at particular nests were
made.

Four hours on ee.ch of two days were spent in a

blind constructed of burle.p bags and placed 6 m. from
Nest 18.

The blind was then removed beca.u se (1) the e,dults

at the Nest seemed unusually wary, (2) the range mana.ger
objected to its presence, and (3) the cows liked to chew
on the burla.p even while I was inside.

Numerous ettempts

to band. adult thrs.shers were largely unsuccessful.

Mist

nets were used and several errangements of the nets around
nests were tried.

Only two edul t tr1rashers, the pair e.t

Nest 7, were successfully netted and banded.

A total of

18 nestl1ngs were color-banded in 1969 and 5 were banded
in 1970.
During 1970, the establishment of territories and
the behavior of the adults at two nests, Nest 21 a.nd Nest 22
were closely watched.

To aid in the determination of terri-
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tory bound8ries a.na in the analysis of display fli ghts,
record 1ngs of s 8.ge thrashers were pla.yea 1n the field a.nd
the behevior of nee.rby thrs.shers observed enc recorded.
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RESULTS
I. SPRING ARRIVAL AND EARLY TERRITORIALITY
Sage thrashers were first observed on the study
e.rea on 8 April 1969.

Although this was the first visit

to the area, no thres!'lers were observed at various suitable
locations within a 1 mile radius on 26, 27, 29 March, and
1, 3, 6, 7 April 1969.

On 8 April 1969 three silent birds

were seen and by 10 A~ril thrashers were common on the
study area and many were singing.
Sage thrashers were first seen on the study area,
in 1970, on 28 March when one silent bird was seen by M. R.
Fuller (pers. comm.).

I eaw one thrasher on the study area

on 31 March and it was singing.
29 and 30 Me.rch or on 1 April.

No thrashers were eeen on
One thrasher was seen on

2 and 3 April and it was in the ea.me area and singing on
both days.

On 4 April three thra,shers were head singing

and they were common on the study area.

The above dates

are earlier than the early spring arrival date (10 April)
listed by Bent (1948) for sage thrashers in Yakima,
Washington.
Apparently those thrashers that go further north
migrate through the study area before the arrival of the
summer residents.
ably a migrant.

The bird seen on 28 March 1970 was probThe bird seen on 31 March 1970 may have

been a migrant e.na those seen on 2 ana 3 April 1970 and
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therea,fter were proba.b ly summer residents.
Sage thrashers start setting up territories soon
after a.rrival using song to advertise and che.se flights to
defend their territories.

Undulating Flight was not seen

during the in1 tial esta.blish.1nent of territories.

Descrip-

tions of song, chase flights and Undulating Flight a.re
includ~d in the section on esta.b lishment of territories
and pair formation.
II. ESTABLISIW,ENT OF TERRITORIES AND PAIR FORMATION

Territories were established and defended early in
the breeding season, but after nests were completed territorial behavior was much reduced.

This wae probably the

result of the fa.ct that males participated actively in all
phases of the nest cycle and thus had little time reme.ining
to defend large territoriee.

Territorial boundaries were

restricted, being limited to the vicinity of the nest, and
thrashers could then be observed frequenting formerly
defended areas of neighboring thre.shere (fig. 2).

They

were not, however, observed in territoriee that were still

being defended by bachelor meles, some of which maintained
territories through June.
Territories were arranged almost linearly on the
study area, and ranged between 50 and 75 m. wide by 2 or 3
times as long (see fig. 3).

Territorial advertisement and

defense was accomplished by three methods.

Chese flights

were clearly associated with territorial defense.

Singing

8

nest 21

Fig. 2. Changes in territories of neighborin~ thrashers
after Pair 21 had built Nest 21 are shown as ;tippled
extensions into the former territory of Pair 21 (solid
linee).
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Fig. 3. Location and shapes of several
territoriee mapped in 1969 when they
were their largest size. Map also
shows the "unused and deteriorating
road" (A) and the telephone line (B).
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wae the prime.ry means of 8dvertising terri t".)ries e.nd Un-

dulating Flight also functioned, at lea.et in part, in thie
capacity.
The song of the eage thraeher in thie population
ie currently under investigation by J.D. Fitzgerald e.nd

will be dealt with only briefly here.
male thraehere eing.

Preeumably only the

Songe were delivered from perchee

moet of the time although on one very windy day a thraeher
delivered eong!!! from the ground at the edge of the roe. d.
This portion of the road wae, however, higher than moet of
the eurrounding area.

As can be eeen from Table 1, the

eage thresher einge more during the eetabliehment of territoriee and pair formation than during any other part of
the breeding cycle.

The decreaee in einging after the

beginning of neet conetruction may be due to the male
thrasher'e time being epent 1n neet building and care of
the eggs and young.
Undulating Flight wae the moet conepicuoue and
moet frequently obeerved diepley of the eage thraeher.

It

wae apparently reetricted to malee and we.e B,lwaye accompanied by eong.

It wae never observed outeide the per-

former'e territory.

It can be broken into two cornponente:

vertical and horizontal componente.

The vertical com-

ponent was always a einueoidal wave, and the tr1raehere
were not eeen to fold their winge cloee to the body during
the flight ae do other birde, such ae woodpeckere, with
undulating flight.

The horizontal component varied from
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Table 1. Relationship of singing in the sage thrasher
to stage in the nesting cycle. Song re.te wa!!! computed
by dividing the total number of songs by the total
number of hours (units are songs/hr.). Range is shown
as the longest !!!Ong followed by the shortest song a.nd
the units are 1n seconds.
Stage in
Nesting
Cycle

Song Rate

# Songs

Spring
Arr.& Ea.
Terr.

31.5

227

79.9

Nst.Bldg.
Egg-Lay.
Incub.

Hours
of
Obsr.

Range of
Song
Duration

Mean of
Song
Duration

7 .20

104-04

14. 6

872

10.91

395-04

19.8

o.o

0

8.00

0-0

0.0

Nstlngs.

3.5

30

8.50

19-04

8.2

Fldglngs.

0.0

0

0-0

o.o

Terr.Eat.
&

Crtshp.
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C

B

2

B

Fig. 4. Part 1 shows a diagrammatic side view of an
Undulatina Fliizht from A to B with one "up" (C) and a.
maximum height~ of 11 h 11 • Part 2 shows a diagre.mmatic top
view of an Undulating Flight from A to B and the loce.tion
of a presumably female thrasher (D).
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short, direct lines between song perches to complex circles
and figures of eight throughout the birds territory.

At

the termination of the flight, the thrasher characteristically raised its wings over its back, ae if stretching.
During the establishment of territories and courtship,
Undulating Flight occurred 42 times in 10.91 hours of ob!!lervation.

It was not observed at any other time during the

breeding cycle.

Of 42 flights, 42 were followed with a

wing raising display, 42 were accompanied by song during
the flight, 36 terminated at a song perch different from
that at which the flight originated, averaged 9 "upa"/flight
( see fig. 4) and averaged. 8 m. in maximum height.
This type of flight probably functions primarily
as a courtship display and seconda,rily as a territorial
display.

On 20 occasions I observed the perf orma.nce of

this dis play around a second thrasher (probably a female)
that was sitting quietly in the lower part of a sage bush.
Fitzgerald and Verner (pers. comm.) also observed this on
one occasion.

On one occasion I saw a thrasher deliver 10

displays in 20 minutes around s.nother thrasher that entered
its territory from the north and moved slowly across the
terr1 tory towa.rd the south.

The intruding thra.sher made

no visible response to the display flights.
I once observed a displaying thrasher terminate its
flight by landing in a bush beside a non-disple.ying thra!!!her
and then mounting that bird.

Although the male sang

throughout the display flight, no vocalizations were heard
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during copulation, but quiet vocalizations m2y have occurred.

This occurred on 5 June 1969 and preceeded the dis-

covery on 17 June, of Nest 20 in that territory.

Its

clutch of 4 eggs hatched :m 25 June, suggesting 7 June as
the date of first egg-laying.

Thus the pair observed

copulating on 5 June likely had a nest in final stages of
construction at that time.
Chase flights involved a territorial bird in
nursuit
about 1-2 m. behind an intrudin~- bird.
.

These

flights sometimes resembled Undulating Flights, but the
direction was usually out of the pursuer's territory and
the song, when given during the flight, wae more like the
adult scolding notes that were delivered when I was near a
nest that contained vocalizing nestlings.

On one occasion

I observed a chase flight without vocalizations and without
undulations by one member of a pair that had a nest with
young.

This chase occurred after the pair with the nest

and young about 20 m. away had been foraging within 5 m.
of another pair for about 10 minutes.

Chase flights are

the most direct means of territorial defense, but they
were seldom observed--8-10 sightings in 1969 and only 3
sightings in 1970.
II I. NEST BUILDING, EGG-LAYING AND INCUBATION

Most nest building occurred during the le.st two
weeks in April and almost all of the active nest~ had eggs
or ;young during the first half of May.

I believe that both
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adults participate in nest building becauee (1) of the
decrease in singing by the male after the onset of nest
building and (2) because I saw both rnembere of the pair
bring sticks to the nest while they were incubating eggs.
Nests were constructed almost entirely of eagebrush parts.
The outer cup was com"'.)osed of twigs and the inner cup wae
composed of bark etrips, rootlets, and a few cowhair3 and
feathers.

Table 2 lists the data collected for each ne3t.

Nests were placed in bushes that were close to the
road (8 nests), a main wash (5 neets), along the stream
bank (1 nest), or along one of the two main cowtraile
(2 nests).

A density index was calculated for each of the

16 ne3t bushes by dividing the distance through the bueh
at its maximum diameter into the percent of a white sheet
::,f paper that was obscured when looking at it through the
bush (i•l5.37, Range•7.5-30.0).

A density index was also

calculated for 20 sage bushes on the study area (fzl5.35,
Range=B.3-30.0). 1 Thus there appears to be no significant
tendency for thrashers to choose unusually sparse or dense
bushes for nest c:Jver.
Most of the nests were placed in such a way as to
be under a dense portion of the bush which shaded it most
of the day.

Nest 18 had a canopy constructed of sagebrueh

1The twenty bushes were selected by choosing the
bueh which wae closest to each of the firet twenty stakes
which marked the base line for the map.
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Table 2. Nests of the se,ge thrasher in central Washington.
Distance to nearest break in the ve~etation 18 a distance in
meters to the nearest road, wash, sfream or one of two main
cowtrails. The density index was calculated by dividing the
diameter of the bush into the percent of a white sheet of
paper that was obscured when looking at it through the bush.
Nest#

Height
(inches)

3

16

4

10

5

Weight
(::::,rams)

Density
Index

Distance to
nearest break
(meters)

Type of
break

10.0

0

road

75.0

20.0

2

wash

12

150.3

9.0

1

road

7

8

234.6

30.0

0

road

10

8

117. 8

7.5

0

road

12

18

10.0

2

road

14

14

124. 5

8.3

0

road

15

16

109.4

11.1

0

road

16

12

102 .4

30.0

1

wash

18

0

13.8

0

wash

19

0

18.7

4

waeh

20

10

16.6

2

waeh

21

0

18.7

22

0

23

9

17.3

24

11

16.7

117.6

118.7

8.2

cowtrail
0

stream
0

X-9.0
X•l27.8
X•l5.37
X•0.87
N•l6
N•9
N•l6
N•l6
Range=0-18 Range~234.E- Range=7.5- Ranges0-4
75.0
30.0

Totals

road

cowtrail
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twige.

A second neet, inactive when found, but in good

condition and apparently e. nest of the year, he.a a eimilar
canopy.

In that case the canopy wae loosely interwoven

with the nest, the only access to the nest being through
an opening on the northeaet eide.
The ovate egge were deep greenish-blue with dietinct brownish spate and blotches.

Thirteen of the eixteen

clutchee contained four egge, two neste contained five
egge, and the aixteenth nest contained 2 young and 1 egg
when found.
The female laid one egg each day until the clutch
waa complete.
Incubation at Nest 21 began after the third egg had
been laid and lasted 15 deys, at which time three eggs
hatched and the adults began feeding the young.
two egge failed to hatch.

The other

That wae the only nest for which

an accurate incubation period could be calculated.
contained four eggs for at lea.et 14 days.

Nest 10

It eeems likely

that 15 daye is a near normal incubation period.

Both

members of the p~ir incubate the egge (see Table 3) anc
the two adult thrasher!! banded at Nest 7, although feeding
8 day old young at the time, appeared to have had brood

patches.
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Table 3. Incubation per1::,ds for tr. e pair of thrashers at
Nest 21. Total ti~e was 3 hours in the morning on the 7th
day of incubation.
Since sage thrashers are not sexually
dimorphic, I merely assigned numbers to each member of the
pair and then kept track of their movements.
Thrasher
One
on Nest
Number of Periods

Thrasher
Two
on Nest

Thrashers
off
Nest

5

5

6

Mean Duration of Period
(minutes)

13.4

18.4

3.5

Extreme Period Durations
(minutes)

3-45

3-26

1-9

Percent of Total Time

37.2%

51.1%

11.7%
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IV. HATCHING AND CARE OF NESTLINGS
Hatching apparently occurred a.t VB.rioue times
during the day, both in this population and in the population studied by Killpack (1970) in Colorado.

The adults

made frequent tripe to the nest while the young were
hatching and carried both egg ehelle E.nd fecs.l ea.cs from
the nest.

Some fecal sacs were also ea.ten by the adults.

The nestlings were fed by both adults and with
approxima.tely eque.l frequency by each ( see Table 4).
The adults foraged throughout, and even out of, the territory that the male established before the beg inning of
nest building.

They most often approached the ne!!t by

flying to within 10 m. and then traveling the remainder of
the distance on foot.

Thie habit made observations of the

adults in the vicinity ,:,f the nest difficult, and the
number of trips to the nest shown in Table 4 may be somewhat lower than the actua.l number of trips.

V. FLEDGING AND CARE OF FLEDGLINGS
In most cases, fledging occurred in the morning
after 12 to 14 days of nestling life.

Three of the four

young of Nest 7 fledged when bended when 11 days old, but
the fourth remained until it was 14 days old.

Three of the

four young of Nest 10 fledged when 13 de.ye old, and a.lthough
it fledged on the same day as its siblings, the fourth was
only 12 days old since it hatched one day la.ter.

Three of

20

Table 4. Feeding of nestlings by adult thrashers. Only
trips to the nest by adults carrying visible food were
counted as visits for this table. Since sa.re thrashers
are not sexually dimorphic, the members of the pair were
designated as thrasher one or thrasher two a.t the beginning of each observation period.
Age of
Nestlings
Hours of
Observation
Number of
Nest lings

2 days old

2 days old

1 Hour

l½ Hours

.:

3

2 days old

2 Hours

2 days old

2-i Hours

5

5

Number of
Visits by
Thrasher One

1

12

Number of
Visits by
Thrasher Two

1

10

Total Number
of Visits
to Nest
Avg.# of
Visits/Hour
Number of
Intervals Between Visits

~

2

5

2

22

2

3.3

1

8.8

1

21

1

Average of
Duration
Intervs.l

25 !!Jin.

19.5 min.

11 min.

6.7 min.

Extreme of
Duration
Intervals

25 min.

3-38 min.

11 min.

1-38 min.
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the four young at Nest 18 fledged when 14 days old, end the
fourth, which had hatched one day later than its siblings,
we.s 13 days old when it fledged.
fledged when 14 days old.

All three y::>ung at Neet 19

Three of the five young at Nest

22 fledged when 14 days old and the other two young were 13

days old.

At the time of fledging, the young were unable to

fly and remained on the gr:rund in the vicinity of the nest
for about a week.

Older fledglings and juvenals were known

to move long distances from their point of h1'9.tching

~ma

I commonly followed them for distances up to 300 m.

It

seems likely that both adults fed the fledglings although
I observed a fledgling being fed by an adult on only one
occasion and I did not know the eex of the adult.

It eeeme

unlikely that the me.le would etop c~ring for hie off epring
after having participated in their care up to the time of
fledging.

Moreover the males were not observed singing or

courting during the period when there were fled g lings.

VI. DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG
When first hatched, the young had dark brown ekin
with blackish down on the spinal e.nd capital tr!l.cts.

The

mouth cavity was bright or!lnge throughout the nestling
period and was very conepicuoue when the young gaped.

The

young gaped in response to sli s ht jostlinge of the neet
through the sixth dey of neetling life.

Fe~ther eheathe

bega.n to appear the fourth day when the young were e.ble
to open their eyes elightly.

The eyee were open during

22

the entire time that the young were handled after the eixth
day of neetling life.

The neetlinge were able to make

faint sounds when 8 daye old, end when they were 10 daye
old they were able to make loud equeale which attracted
the adulte to the nest.

A more thorough analyeie of

nestling development has been done by Killpack (1970) on
eage thraehers in Colorado.
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DISCUSSION
The breeding biology of the sage thrasher appears
to be ra.ther typical of passeriform birds a.nd th:::ise in the
family Mimidae.

I believe, however, that three aspects of

the sage thrashers breeding biology deserve further discuss ion.

They are ( 1) the role of the male sa.ge thrasher

1n the breeding cycle, (2) the placement of the nests, and
(3) possible evidence for brood reduction.

I. ROLE OF THE MALE
The male sage thrasher helps, where anatomically
possible at least, the female in all phases of the nesting
cycle.

This appears to be generally true in most mimids

studied thus far.

Much of the following discussion and

comparisons come from Verner and Willson (1969).

Although

I never observed nest building, it seems likely that the
male sage thrasher does help build, and building by the
male is common in mim1ds.

Verner ~.na Willson found reports

of males helping build the nest for the mockingbird (Mimus
polyglottos), catbird (Dumetella carolinensis), brown
thrasher (Toxostoma rufum), Ce.lifornia thrasher (Toxostoma
redivivum), e.nd Leconte' s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei).
They found no reports of m~le mim1ds not helping with nest
building.

In 47 species of sexually monomorph1c passerines

for which adequate data were found, Verner and Willson
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found that in 44 of them the males helped or accompanied
the female in nest building.
In sage thrashers both members of the pair incubate,
and incubation by the male has been reported for other
mimids as well.

Verner and Willson found references to

males incubating for the curve-billed thrB.sher (Toxostoma
curvirostre), California thrasher, Leconte' s thra.sher,
crissal thrasher (Toxostoma dorsale), and sage thrasher.
The report of the male sa.ge thrasher incubating

WB.s

me.de

by Taylor (1912) after he had collected a male flushed
from a nest with eggs.

Although Verner and Willson found

four citations of male ca.tbirde incubating, they found five
citatione which stated that males did not do so.

They

found one citation of ~- male brown thra.sher that did not
incubate, but nine citations of males that did.

Only for

the mockingbird were they unable to find a.ny ci tetions of
males incubating while they found two which said they did
not.

For 38 sexually monomorphic passerines for which

they were able to find. adequate data, Verner and Willson
c::mcluded that the males of 30 of them incubeted.
The male sage thrasher definitely helps feed nestlings and probably helps feed fledglings.

In all eight of

the mimid species for which data were available, Verner
and Willson found references to all eight having males
which helped feed nestlings and the s~me we.s true for the
four species of mimids for which they found data. concerning
the feedin5 of fledglings.

In sexually monomorphic
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passerines Verner e.nd Willson found that in 100% of the
cases reported, the males helped feed the nestlings and

fledglings.
I I • NES'I' PLACEMENT

The nest of the sage thrasher was a large e.nd,
although I at times thought them difficult to find, conspicuous structure.

Nests often created prominent dis-

continuities in the vegetation.

Natural selection should

favor sB,ge thrashers that choose nest sites the_t result
in the nest's being inconspicuous.

This could be achieved

by one or both of at least two methods.

By placing nests

(1) in the densest bushes available and/or (2) in situations

where a discontinuity already existed.

I do not believe

that sage tr1rashers choose unusually dense bushes for their
nest sites because (1) the mean density index (Table 2) for
the nest bushes (15.37) was not significantly different
from the mean density index of a. random semple of bushes
on the study area (15.35), and (2) elthough thrashers
generally placed their nests under a dense portion of the
bush, they were also eble to build a canopy or shade over
the nest.

Shades over sage thrasher nests are also reported

in Gilman ( 1907), and Bent ( 1948) says that Henshaw ( 1875)
found and described. a shade over a sa.ge thrasher neet.
The sixteen active nests found during this study were all
near e, break, or discontinuity, in the vegetation (Table 2)
and the mean dietance fro!!' such a break was only 0.87 m.
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It should also ~e mentioned that nearly twice as many hours
were spent in looking for nests ~way from these breaks as
were spent along them, yet no active nests a.na only four
old nests were located.

III. POTENTIAL BROOD REDUCTION
Killpack (1970) and I both found that sage
thrasher's apparently started incubation before the la.st
egg was laid and this resulted in asynchronous hatching of
the young.

Oftentimes one or more of the young hatched a

day later than its siblings.

Asynchronous hatching he.s

been described as a method for brood reduction in the

curve-billed thresher by Ricklefs ( 1965).

Async'b..ronous

hatching resulted in a noticeable difference in the size
of young sage thrashers of different ages, so it is thue
possible for the adults to selectively feed larger young
at the expense of the smaller, a.nc presumable weaker, young.
This could occur when and if the energy requirements of the
young exceeded that which the adults could provide.

The

larger young would then be hungry each time the adults
returned to the nest and the smaller young would not be
able to receive food end would eventually starve.

Although

I was able to observe a size difference among the youn,g e.t
all the nests with four or more nestlinge, in only one cese

a id

one of the young probe.bly ste.rve.

At Nest 16 I noticed

that one of the young had stopped growir.g after it was
about 6 days old, ~.nd two days later it w~e gone.

The
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other three young continued to grow for three more days,
a.t which time they all disappeared.

Whether these young

fledged e~rly (11 days old) or were killed could not be
determined.
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SUMMA~Y

Sage thrashers were studied in central Washington
during the breeding sea.sone of 1969 and 1970.

They arrived

in early April and the malee soon established territories
using songs to advertiee a.nd chaee flighte to defend them.
The male's courtship display ie a. complex Undulating
Flight.

After initiation of nest building the male

thrashere showed an almost complete diecontinuance of
territorial behavior as their time wae spent helping the
female in all phases of the nest cycle.

Nests were placed

near discontinuities in the vegetation, presumably to be
less conspicuous.

Incubation took about 15 days and

started before the clutch wa.s complete.
for possible brood reduction.

This allowed

Fledging occurred after

the nestlings were 12-14 days old.
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